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Introduction
We said CPG killed it in 2015, but CPG slayed in 2016. As 
online sales continued to grow, CPG surpassed $10B for 
the first time since we began tracking this market! Some 
of the biggest categories, like Health Supplements, Pet 
Care and Cosmetics, each generated more than $1B in 
sales. CPG’s strength online shows no signs of stopping. 
Online subscription and pantry-box retail models are 
growing rapidly due to ease of use and price savings. 
Consumers are more conscious about how they shop, 
whether it’s about saving money or opting for 
eco-friendly products. CPGs that invested in low priced, 
natural products had big payo�s in 2016.

Sales from subscription and pantry-box shopping 
models grew tremendously in 2016

Health Supplements is the biggest CPG industry 
online with $2.6B in sales

Pet Care grew 67% YOY and is one of the biggest 
CPG categories online

Brands that focus on “natural” products experienced 
the most growth 

CATEGORIES

KEY TAKEAWAYS

1010data Market Insights assessed the CPG 
online market and determined which categories 
and brands crushed it in 2016. For the purpose 
of this analysis, we focused on the following key 
CPG categories:
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Annual CPG U.S. Online Sales ($)CPG Online Sales 
Growth
After the first half of 2016, 1010data estimated that CPG 
online sales in key CPG categories would reach $10 
billion for the first time ever. Now that 2016 has come to 
an end, we are pleased to report that our estimates 
were correct. Total sales grew 36% from 2015 to surpass 
the $10 billion mark in 2016. The nearly even split in 
revenue between H1 and H2 2016 implies that 
consumers are more frequently buying CPG products 
online all year round, and not just during the holiday 
deal season. 

One reason consumers are buying more CPG products 
online is that online retailers have made the process 
easier. For example, home staples like paper towels and 
dish soap need to be replaced immediately, so 
consumers won’t wait a week for them to ship. Now that 
more online retailers o�er free two-day shipping and 
subscription options, CPG sales have grown 2x as fast 
as total ecommerce sales, which had a 16% YOY growth 
rate. online sales among key 

consumer goods categories 
grew 36% vs. same period the 
previous year

$5.6B

$10.4B

$4.8B

$4.2B

$7.6B

$3.4B

2015 2016

36%
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Category performance in 2016 demonstrates the strength of CPG’s online presence. Health Supplements 
generated 25% of total key CPG category sales and exceeded the size of the next biggest category by $1B. Pet 
Care, Cosmetics and Facial Care also all surpassed $1B in sales in 2016. Cosmetics were driven by fragrances, 
which earned $500M in online sales in 2016.

Sales by Category

Top CPG Categories Ranked by Online Sales ($)   |   2016
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Health Supplements

Pet Care

Cosmetics

Facial Care

Hair Care

Drinks

Baby

Health OTC

Oral Care

Snacks

Hand/Body Care

Cleaners

Shaving

Sun Care

Laundry & Dish

$2.6B

$1.5B

$1.3B

$1B

$720M

$590M

$560M

$530M

$410M

$330M

$240M

$240M

$170M

$100M

$90M



YOY Growth by Category

Pet Care is the fastest growing category among categories with at least $500M in sales. Specialty pet care sites 
like Chewy and Drs. Foster & Smith are propelling this growth. Laundry & Dish and Cleaners experienced the 
most growth out of all categories with less than $500M in sales. The popularity of pantry box options from 
Amazon, Boxed and Jet has contributed immensely to the growth of both the Laundry & Dish and Cleaners 
categories.

Fastest Growing CPG Categories Online in Sales  |  2016
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Drinks
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Shaving

Cosmetics

Baby

67%

62%

60%

48%
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43%

43%
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Diving into brand size and growth gives an additional level of understanding about who’s winning, what the next 
biggest brands are and how this impacts CPG categories. Optimum Nutrition, the leading protein supplement 
leader, continues to crush it online. The two biggest brands based on online sales correlate with the top two CPG 
categories, Health Supplements and Pet Care. Both categories have five brands among the 20 biggest CPG 
brands, which indicates that a few big players are the driving force in these categories.

Sales by Brand

Top CPG Brands Ranked by Online Sales ($)   |   2016
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Optimum Nutrition
Blue Bu�alo

Pampers
Now Foods

Clinique
Philips

Wellness
Estee Lauder

Royal Canin Veterinary Diet
Huggies

Hill’s Science Diet
Hill’s Prescription Diet

Gillette
Natural Balance

Greenies
MAC

Oral-B
Lancome

Taste Of The Wild
JYM



Fastest Growing CPG Brands Online with $10M+ in Sales  |  2016

YOY Growth by Brand ($10M+ in Sales)
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The five fastest growing brands all sell “natural” products. Art Naturals, Pure Body Naturals and Radha Beauty all 
sell body oils, while Orgain makes health supplements. Rachel Ray has made a splash in the Pet Care category 
with a line of natural pet food. The Rachel Ray Nutrish brand heavily advertises on major CPG sites, like Amazon 
and Chewy, which is clearly paying o�. It’s no surprise that nine of the fastest growing brands come from the 
fastest growing category, Pet Care. 

Arm & Hammer
Hill’s Ideal Balance

Art Naturals
Pure Body Naturals

Orgain
Radha Beauty

Rachel Ray
Terry Naturally

Sports Research
Caza Trail
Tidy Cats

Nutro
Hill’s Prescription Diet

Viva Labs Inc.
Bal

Blue Bu�alo
Pro Plan Vet Diets

Red Bull
Pedigree

Purina ONE
110%
109%

482%
230%

226%
219%

174%
167%

159%
152%
150%

133%
132%
129%
127%
124%
124%
123%

113%
111%



Fastest Growing "Emerging" CPG Brands Online with $2M - $10M in Sales  |  2016

YOY Growth by "Emerging" Brand 
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Analyzing brands with less than $2M in sales in 2015 and no more than $10M in sales in 2016 gives a good 
foundation for identifying the top “emerging” brands in CPG online. Most emerging brands are Health 
Supplements, including the fastest growing new brand, Asquared Nutrition, which experienced tremendous 
growth in 2016. Victor is a Pet Care brand gaining in popularity, while HK Anderson makes snacks that are mainly 
sold o�ine. Sonishare sells non-branded electric toothbrush head replacements. Their success speaks to the lack 
of brand loyalty in a marketplace environment where price rules.   

Asquared Nutrition

Sonishare

Doctor Recommended

BodyTech

HK Anderson

Bronson Vitamins

 Jean Patou

Vimerson Health

Victor

Hi-Tek

First Botany Cosmeceuticals

NutriBounty

Elizavecca

Kaged Muscle

Nutricost

60636%

6841%

3449%

2321%

1139%

997%

656%

547%

519%

457%

415%

415%

401%

400%

399%



YOY Growth by Retailer

Fastest Growing CPG Retailers Online with $5M+ in Sales | 2016
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The fastest growing seller of CPG products online is Jet.com. Jet launched in the middle of 2015, and their growth 
over the past 18 months is very impressive. Jet drops prices the more you shop, which is similar to Amazon and 
Chewy’s subscription sites. The growth of all these online retailers shows the popularity of subscription services 
online. Consumers are looking to save money while making the shopping experience easier, both of which are 
achieved by buying a subscription. Drs. Foster & Smith is a Pet Care retailer that is gaining traction and advancing 
online at the same pace as the biggest online pet retailer, Chewy. Drs. Foster & Smith’s advancement demonstrates 
how easily new retailers and brands can take advantage of the low barrier to entry that exists online.

jet.com

chewy.com - subscription

drsfostersmith.com

chewy.com

amazon.com - subscription

jcpenney.com

costco.com

ultra.com

bedbathandbeyong.com

macys.com

samsclub.com

abercrombie.com

walmart.com

amazon.com - direct

petco.com

381%

192%

106%

96%

80%

71%

57%

50%

49%

46%

45%

44%

42%

40%

39%



Conversion rates gauge a brand’s ability to convert a product view into a purchase. Understanding your 
conversion rate can help inform your promotional strategy. Breaking this metric by device type, PC versus 
mobile, gives further clarity to brands on how they should invest their promotional dollars.

The top six converting brands on mobile are 
lesser-known names, but experienced big growth in 2016. 
Their high conversion rates prove that mobile shoppers 
are adopting newer brands across all categories. Niche 
brands, like Pura D’or or Greenies, have higher conversion 
rates because consumers that are familiar with the brand 
will seek them out directly. Bigger brands, like Crest and 
Dove, experience more clutter. The fact that half the 
brands on the mobile list are big-name brands speaks to 
their reputation.

Most of the top converting brands on PCs are Drinks and 
Cleaners. Izze, a fizzy-drink brand, has a very high 
conversion rate of 22%. More than one in every five 
product views result in a purchase of Izze drinks. The 
conversion rates on PCs are much higher than on mobile 
devices and most of the PC brands are household names.  

Conversion Rate by Device

MOBILE PCs

Conversion Rate by Mobile

Art Naturals
Pure Body Naturals
Pura D’or
Now Foods
Greenies
Jarrow
Kirkland Signature
Arm & Hammer
Dove
Oral-B
Gillette
Crest
Natrol
Doctor’s Best
Fancy Feast

7%
5%
5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

22%
17%
17%
16%
16%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
14%
14%
14%

Izze
A�resh
Good Sense
Dawn
Coca-Cola
Cheez-It
Formula 409
Chips Ahoy
Braun
Head And Shoulders
Nespresso
Integrative Therapeutics
Amazing Nutrition
Caza Trail
KMS

Conversion Rate by PC
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Over 80% of online shopping begins with search. Why is this important? Keyword relevance is one of the top 
components of search ranking algorithms. Ensuring that your product titles online include the right keywords is 
pivotal to driving more tra�c to your product pages. On-site search terms can inform how you name your 
products; o�-site search terms will determine which online retailers you should sell through. We ranked search 
terms based on the most commonly used terms that consumers searched for that resulted in the purchase of any 
CPG product online.

O�-site searches are based on paths that begin with 
search engines like Google or Bing. Based on this rank, 
most people who buy CPG products online are beginning 
their search with Amazon. The inclusion of ‘amazon smile’ 
on the list shows that many consumers are shopping 
consciously and trying to raise money for their favorite 
charity by shopping on Amazon Smile. Chewy starts 
more consumers searches than Walmart, which highlights 
the popularity of Pet Care and the role that Chewy plays 
in the category’s online success. Also, Sephora’s spot on 
the list shows that even as Cosmetics sales grow online, 
most consumers start their beauty search with Sephora.

‘Prime pantry’ is the top search term on-site, which is 
through search bars within retailers websites. This term is 
also on the o�-site list and shows the mass-appeal of 
CPG and subscription services online. The only brand on 
this list is Greenies, which is a pet food brand. Most 
consumers begin shopping more generically, but 
Greenies has a big base that is searching directly for their 
products, which explains why they have a high 
conversion rate. The inclusion of ‘co�ee’ on this list 
indicates big growth for this sector online. The rest of the 
terms come from Health Supplements and Pet Care, the 
biggest CPG categories online. 

Search Terms

OFF-SITE ON-SITE

Top Search Terms

amazon
amazon prime
amazon.com
chewy
chewy.com
walmart
amazon smile
vitacost
prime pantry
sephora

Top Search Terms

prime pantry
greenies
cat litter
pantry
fish oil
usa
protein powder
cat food
co�ee
dog food
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What to Expect in 2017

In 2017, brands will have to 
balance the dynamics of online 
retail partners who also have 
private label brands. Amazon 
and Walmart, two of the biggest 
online retailers, both expanded 
their suite of private label 
products in 2016.

Overall fragmentation is another 
thing to consider. The online 
market has much lower barriers 
to entry than brick-and-mortar, 
making it much easier for new 
brands to gain traction. Lesser 
known and untraditional 
competitors and cult products 
are more prevalent online, 
posing new challenges for 
traditional CPG.

Subscription models are truly 
winning with consumers online. 
Retailers that successfully 
execute on this model will have a 
huge advantage in 2017. 
Consumers are looking for fast, 
free shipping, low prices across a 
wide assortment and ease of use 
when shopping online. Good 
examples are Amazon’s 
Subscribe & Save option and 
Jet’s ability to let “prices drop as 
you shop.”

MORE PRIVATE 
LABEL

UNEXPECTED 
COMPETITION

THE BENEFITS OF 
SUBSCRIPTION
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Methodology
1010data utilizes a number of sources of consumer spending data 
representing millions of consumers to provide an accurate 
assessment of online and o�ine retail sales, market share, and 
more. Our data enables clients to track consumer behavior using 
high-quality, granular datasets that are often di�cult to source, 
cleanse, and consolidate.

Gaining actionable insight requires the best analytical tools and 
access to all relevant data. 1010data is a complete solution that 
provides both. We provide the only out-of-the-box, self-service, 
cross-enterprise insights platform. More than 850 of the world’s 
largest companies trust 1010data to manage, share and analyze 
over 32 trillion rows of data because of our proven ability to 
deliver results more quickly, easily and accurately than any other 
solution. Please visit www.1010data.com for more information.

ABOUT 1010DATA

For more information, contact 
1010data today.

+1 212.405.1010

info@1010data.com

www.1010data.com


